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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, we will first provide a summary of the thesis in Section 6.1. Then, 

several directions for future study will be pointed out in Section 6.2. 

 

6.1 Summary of the thesis 

Thinking, the major activity of human cognition, is systematically grounded in 

language. In this study, we intend to claim that the backstage cognition of thinking 

process, through linguistic manifestation, can be explicitly detected with six dynamic 

continuing stages. In addition, each stage reifies itself with linguistic expressions of 

concrete observable parts or organs of body, which in turn demonstrate that lexical 

manifestation of thinking is heavily based on such mechanisms as metaphor and 

metonymy. With the holistic linguistic depiction of thinking, this study also aims to 

investigate the cognitive mechanisms involved in the process with particular attention 

on the interaction between metonymy and metaphor (cf. Kövecses and Radden 1998, 

Lakoff 1993, Ruiz de Mendoza 2000). 

First of all, we refine the information processing model proposed in cognitive 
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psychology (cf. Palmer and Kimchi 1986, Sternberg 1969, and Neisser 1967) in order 

to suggest a cross-domain solution combining cognitive psychology and linguistics 

for revealing invisible and abstract human cognition. Based on the refined model, the 

Mandarin lexical reification of thinking is claimed to fall into six stages 

corresponding to six types: perception, reasoning, storing and recalling, reached 

decision, encoding, and transmission, respectively. A special case linking two or more 

stages is observed as the seventh type, which illustrates a cross-stage phenomenon, 

and which in turn testifies to the dynamics of the thinking process. Therefore, the first 

type in stage one refers to phrases and idioms concerning perception (e.g., yan-guang 

眼光 ‘eye; sight; vision’). The second type in stage two contains phrases and idioms 

involving reasoning activity (e.g., xiang-tong想通 ‘straighten out one’s thinking; 

become convinced’). The third type in stage three includes phrases and idioms 

concerning memory storing and recalling (e.g., hui-xiang回想 ‘recall; reminisce’). 

The fourth type in stage four refers to phrases and idioms containing the reached 

decision (e.g., kan-fa 看法 ‘perspective; view; opinion’). The fifth type in stage five 

has phrases and idioms involving encoding our viewpoint (e.g., yi yu dao po 一語道

破 ‘to point out directly’). The sixth type in stage six refers to phrases and idioms 

concerning transmission of ideas (e.g., sixiang jiaoliu思想交流 ‘exchange of 

thoughts/ideas’). At last, the seventh type refers to phrases and idioms crossing 
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different stages (e.g., yi dian jiu tong 一點就通 ‘understand right away when given a 

hint’). 

Then, with analytical tools from Lakoff (1993), Kövecses and Radden (1998), , 

Ruiz de Mendoza (2000) and Ruiz de Mendoza and Diez Velasco (2003) as the 

theoreticl groundwork, we probe into the linguistic data from the six stages of the 

thinking process. The analysis of lexical manifestation of thinking in Mandarin 

discovers that a full explanation of those linguistic data from the seven types of 

thinking requires the activation of some types of metaphor proposed by Lakoff (1993). 

However, there is a tendency for encoded codes to be realized as other objects through 

novel metaphors, and the thinking process to be conceptualized as action through 

conventional metaphors. 

Having discovered metaphor as one cognitive mechanism behind the lexical 

reification of thinking, we have also found metonymy as another cognitive 

mechanism. It is observed that three out of the fifteen types of metonymy-producing 

relationships proposed by Kövecses and Radden (1998) exsist behind the linguistic 

data, namely action ICM, perception ICM, and causation ICM. The metonymy above 

provides mental access to thinking activities. 

As to the interaction of metonymy, the three types of double metonymy proposed 

in Ruiz de Mendoza and Diez Velasco (2003) are not sufficient to account for the 
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lexical manifestation of thinking. Triple metonymy also needs to be employed to 

explain the meaning derivations of the data. The interaction types may not be 

exhausted. But they seem to be quite complete to cover all the data in question so far. 

Finally, it is found that the three interaction models of metaphor and metonymy 

proposed by Ruiz de Mendoza (2000) are insufficient to cover all the possible 

interactions of cognitive mechanisms behind the lexical manifestation of thinking in 

Mandarin. This study reveals two new interaction models not mentioned by Ruiz de 

Mendoza (2000), including target-in-source metonymy within the metaphoric source 

and double metonymy within the metaphoric source. It is noted that most metonymies 

are served as a base for metaphors. The analysis of linguistic data in this study shows 

that metonymy is activated first so as to trigger the realization of metaphor afterwards. 

In consequence, this study seems to accord with Radden’s (2003) view that metonymy 

often serves as the base of metaphor. 

 

6.2 Future Study 

After inspecting the lexical mahifestation of thinking in Mandarin by stages and 

providing metaphoric and metonymic account, we suggest several directions for 

future study. First, the issue concerning the universal lexical reification of thinking 

will need further investigation. Specifically speaking, it is necessary to compare 
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lexical manifestations of thinking across a wide range of languages, extracting thereby 

a general framework for “folk models of thinking” in order to confirm the operation 

of the refining thinking model proposed in the current study. Moreover, more 

attention has to be paid to the discovery of interaction models of metonymy and that 

of metonymy and metaphor. Although new interaction models are detected existing 

behind the lexical manifestation of thinking, they are unlikely to be a comprehensive 

list of all possible interaction models. Further exploration of possible interaction 

models is still begged for in order to build up a more comprehensive theory. On the 

other hand, how many layers of interactions of metaphor and metonymy can be 

activated to explicate the lexical manifestation of thinking remains unclear. More 

investigation in the future is hence needed to come up with possible constraints of 

such an interaction model. Finally, since the data examined in this study are 

compounds and idioms, how syntactic structures play a role when the compounds and 

idioms are put in a linguistic content needs further examination. 


